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introduction

ImprovINg TeACher effeCTIveNess Is hIgh oN The lIsT of mosT eduCATIoN reformers IN ColorAdo, As 
IT Is NATIoNAlly. effeCTIve TeAChINg IN The elemeNTAry yeArs Is of vITAl ImporTANCe To eNsure 
NoT oNly ThAT ChIldreN mAsTer fuNdAmeNTAl skIlls, buT ThAT performANCe gAps NArrow 
rATher ThAN wIdeN beyoNd repAIr. we Now kNow ThAT dIsAdvANTAged sTudeNTs CAN CATCh 
up ACAdemICAlly wITh TheIr more AdvANTAged peers If They hAve greAT elemeNTAry TeAChers 
severAl yeArs IN A row. 

It is for these reasons that the National Council on Teacher Quality (NCTQ), a nonpartisan research and advocacy 
group dedicated to the systemic reform of the teaching profession, evaluates the adequacy of preparation provided by 
undergraduate education schools. These programs produce 70 percent of our nation’s teachers. We think it is crucial to 
focus specifically on the quality of preparation of future elementary teachers in the core subjects of reading and math-
ematics. 

Teacher preparation programs, or “ed schools” as they are more commonly known, do not now, nor have they ever, 
enjoyed a particularly positive reputation. Further, there is a growing body of research demonstrating that teacher 
preparation does not matter all that much and that a teacher with very little training can be as effective as a teacher 
who has had a lot of preparation. As a result, many education reformers are proposing that the solution to achieving 
better teacher quality is simply to attract more talented people into teaching, given that their preparation does not really 
matter. 

In several significant ways, we respectfully disagree. NCTQ is deeply committed to high-quality formal teacher prepara-
tion, but, importantly, we are not defenders of the status quo. We also do not believe that it is a realistic strategy to fuel 
a profession with three million members nationally by only attracting more elite students. Yes, we need to be much more 
selective about who gets into teaching, and we strenuously advocate for that goal. But even smart people can become better 
teachers, particularly of young children, if they are provided with purposeful and systematic preparation. 

NCTQ has issued two national reports on the reading and mathematics preparation of elementary teachers in 
undergraduate education schools. The first, What Education Schools Aren’t Teaching about Reading and What 
Elementary Teachers Aren’t Learning was released in May 2006.1 The second, No Common Denominator: The Prepa-
ration of Elementary Teachers in Mathematics by America’s Education Schools, followed just over two years later.2 
These reports provide the methodological foundations for this analysis of teacher preparation in every undergraduate 
program in Colorado. 

1 http://www.nctq.org/p/publications/docs/nctq_reading_study_app_20071202065019.pdf 
NCTQ has also released a report on reading preparation in elementary and special education programs in all of  
Indiana’s undergraduate schools of education: http://www.nctq.org/p/publications/docs/nctq_full_study_indiana_ 
reading_20090304110141.pdf.

2 http://www.nctq.org/p/publications/docs/nctq_ttmath_fullreport_20090603062928.pdf
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an overview oF the quality oF undergraduate  
elementary teacher preparation in colorado

eACh yeAr AbouT 2,400 womeN ANd meN grAduATe from 15 Colleges loCATed IN ColorAdo wITh 
CerTIfICATIoN To TeACh elemeNTAry sChool.3 These prepArATory progrAms Are regulATed by 
The ColorAdo depArTmeNT of eduCATIoN ANd The ColorAdo depArTmeNT of hIgher eduCATIoN. 
These offICes musT evAluATe eACh progrAm, deTermININg If IT meeTs sTATe reQuIremeNTs ANd 
provIdes A suffICIeNTly rIgorous CurrICulum To CoNfer A ColorAdo sTATe TeAChINg lICeNse oN 
ANyoNe who suCCessfully CompleTes The Course of sTudy. pAssINg progrAms Are TheN formAlly 
“Approved” by The ColorAdo CommIssIoN oN hIgher eduCATIoN ANd The ColorAdo sTATe boArd 
of eduCATIoN. 

In our 2007 State Teacher Policy Yearbook, NCTQ found Colorado’s policies related to teacher preparation and licensure 
to be in need of serious improvement,4 and our latest edition (forthcoming in January 2010) will show little progress has 
been made on the numerous goals connected to elementary teacher preparation. Some examples include: 

n Colorado does not ensure that its teacher preparation programs provide elementary teacher candidates with 
the broad liberal arts education necessary to achieve strong academic content  
standards for students. 

n While Colorado does have standards that require teacher preparation programs to prepare new teachers in the 
science of reading instruction, it does not test whether new teachers have this critical knowledge before granting 
licensure.

n Although all teacher candidates in Colorado must complete coursework in mathematics, the state does not specify 
a minimum number of credit hours, the requisite content of such courses or that the courses must meet the needs of 
elementary teachers. 

n Colorado does not require that applicants to education programs pass at least a test of basic skills, nor does 
it require such a test at any point during the completion of the program. This means that programs may lower 
their instructional rigor to accommodate less capable students, including spending valuable preparation time 
remediating basic skills. 

n Colorado neither monitors nor caps the amount of professional coursework that programs can require. 

n Colorado does meet the goal of keeping its program approval process wholly separate from 
accreditation by one of the two national accrediting bodies, National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher 
Education (NCATE) or Teacher Education Accreditation Council (TEAC). Neither of these organizations 
has been able to demonstrate that an accredited program has met a higher-quality standard than one that is 
not accredited.5

3 The Colorado Department of Higher Education reported 2,371 graduates from 15 undergraduate programs  
preparing elementary teachers in 2008-09: Adams State College, Colorado Christian University, Colorado College, Colorado State 
University-Pueblo, Fort Lewis College, Mesa State College, Metropolitan State College of Denver, Regis College of Professional Studies 
(Regis University), Regis College (Regis University), University of Colorado  
at Boulder, University of Colorado at Colorado Springs, University of Colorado Denver, University of Northern  
Colorado and Western State College of Colorado.

4 http://www.nctq.org/stpy/reports/stpy_Colorado.pdf
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While this study does not cover all of these challenges, the state’s regulatory framework provides important context for the 
focus of this paper. State regulatory weaknesses undoubtedly account for some program deficiencies, but we would argue 
they do not excuse them. There are no legitimate impediments to individual preparation programs filling any vacuum 
left by the state, and, in a few cases, programs do just that. For example, even though the state does not require that ap-
plicants to education schools pass a basic skills test, six Colorado programs do have entrance examinations that test for 
academic proficiency. 

scope oF this analysis 

we evAluATed ColorAdo’s 15 uNdergrAduATe elemeNTAry TeACher prepArATIoN progrAms 
ACross four CrITICAl AreAs:

n Admission standards
n Teacher preparation in reading
n Teacher preparation in elementary mathematics
n Exit standards

methodology: admission standards

Most teacher preparation programs in the U.S., even those housed in departments rather than professional schools, have 
an application process that takes place at the end of the sophomore or beginning of the junior year of undergraduate educa-
tion. This application process presents an opportunity to select only candidates that meet high standards. Unfortunately, 
in programs across the nation, not just in Colorado, this is an opportunity that is currently squandered. Most of the na-
tion’s teachers come from the bottom third of high school graduates going to college. In contrast, countries whose students 
outperform ours consistently attract students from the top third of their high school classes.6

Colorado allows each teacher preparation program to develop its own entrance standards, al-
though they all are subject to state approval. Testing requirements for program admission vary wide-
ly, with some schools requiring a college placement test (such as the COMPASS or MAPP, the Mea-
sure of Academic Proficiency and Progress), some requiring a standardized test designed for teachers 
(Praxis I, Praxis II, or Colorado’s own Program for Licensing Assessments for Colorado Educators, the PLACE), and  
still others requiring no test at all. However, due to the levels of scores chosen as thresholds for admis-
sion, the requirement variations likely result in selectivity that is little different than that of states with  
alternative or more uniform testing requirements. For example, 30 states require that applicants take the  
Praxis I, but this tests knowledge of mathematics, reading and writing skills that are typically acquired in sixth or seventh 
grade. Further, states set the minimum passing score so low that a candidate need correctly answer only about 40 to 
60 percent of the items. 

Ideally, admission tests should require that future elementary teachers demonstrate true proficiency at the high school level, 
whether they acquire that proficiency in high school or through remediation in their first few years of college.7

In rating admission standards, we evaluate whether programs limit teacher preparation programs to candidates in the 

5 See A. Levine, “Educating School Teachers,” (Washington, D.C.: The Education Schools Project, 2006) 61-70.

6 McKinsey & Co., “How the World’s Best-Performing School Systems Come Out on Top,” (September 2007) 16.
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top half of high school students going to college.8 To determine if this standard is met, we first look at the selectivity 
of the college or university of which each program is a part, as rated by U.S. News and World Report. Programs in 
colleges that are “more selective” or “most selective” meet the standard, since applicants to the teacher preparation pro-
grams have already met the college’s rigorous admission standards. For programs in colleges or universities with lower 
selectivity, we then look at whether the program uses a standardized test for admission that is designed to identify the 
appropriate level of academic proficiency.9

methodology: standards For teacher preparation in reading 

Despite the fact that student reading achievement in Colorado is slightly above the national average, it remains a 
chronic problem. On the most recent National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 64 percent of Colorado 
fourth graders and 65 percent of Colorado eighth graders read below the proficient level.10 Over the past 60 years, scientists 
from many fields have worked to determine how people learn to read and why some struggle. This science of reading has 
lead to a number of breakthroughs that can dramatically reduce the number of children destined to become function-
ally illiterate or barely literate adults. By routinely applying in the classroom the lessons learned from these scientific 
findings, most reading failure could be avoided. It is estimated that the current failure rate of 20 to 30 percent could be 
reduced to the range of 2 to 10 percent. 

Despite the overwhelming evidence, educators have been slow to adopt these scientifically based practices. In our first na-
tional study of teacher preparation, in a representative sample of 72 institutions, we found that only 15 percent were 
teaching the five instructional components of the science of reading (phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary and 
comprehension) in even the most rudimentary sense.

Our rating of Colorado’s teacher preparation programs on reading preparation uses the same methodology employed in our 
national study. Programs are reviewed to determine whether instruction is provided on the five components of the science of 
reading in any reading course required of students who aspire to teach kindergarten through grade six. We looked for such 
evidence both in course syllabi and in reviewing each of the required textbooks. (To date, we have reviewed over 600 such 
textbooks.) When we encountered any sort of ambiguity, we always gave the school the benefit of the doubt. 

We understand that a course’s intended goals and topics as reflected by syllabi and textbooks may differ from what actu-
ally happens in the classroom. However, it is reasonable to assume that college professors give thought and consideration 
to their syllabi and course readings, which represent the intended structure of their courses and emphasize what they view 
as essential knowledge. If anything, less—not more—of what the syllabi and texts suggest is apt to be covered in class.

Nonetheless, in recognition of the inherent limitations of our methodology, we always invite programs to submit additional 
materials. Only four did so. 

Reviews of both the reading textbooks used in Colorado and the recommended textbooks not used in the state can be 

7 For recommendations on mathematics standards for admission, see http://www.nctq.org/p/docs/nctq_nmsi_stem_ 
initiative.pdf.

8 This is not the same as a standard that selects for the top half of students seeking to become teachers. 

9 To illustrate that a “selective” rating for an institution may not be sufficient as a screen for admission to an education school, note that 
the middle 50 percent of students in Colorado’s four “selective” colleges had sums of SAT Critical Reading and Math scores from a low 
range of 920 to 980 points to a high range of 1130 to 1210 points. The nation’s average SAT score sum in 2009 was 1017.

10 See http://www.nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/states/profile.asp.
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found in Appendix A following the program ratings. Our national study contains more information on the science of 
reading and the methodology used in evaluating reading preparation.11

methodology: standards For teacher preparation in mathematics

Compared to their counterparts in other countries, the performance of American students in mathematics  
is mediocre. In turn, compared to their counterparts in other states, the performance of Colorado’s students in math-
ematics is only slightly above mediocre. On the most recent NAEP, 55 percent of Colorado fourth graders and 60 percent of 
Colorado eighth graders had mathematics scores below the proficient level.12 Since mathematics knowledge is cumulative, 
a critical step in improving this performance is the foundation laid in elementary school. Achieving results there is 
directly linked to the capability of elementary teachers to provide effective instruction in mathematics.

There is increasing consensus that prospective elementary teachers—who are notoriously weak in mathematical compe-
tency—are best trained by college mathematics courses that are designed specifically for teachers and that impart a deep 
understanding of elementary and middle school mathematics concepts. A calculus or statistics course is fine to take as an 
elective, but numerous professional organizations of mathematicians recommend that aspiring elementary teachers take 
three semester courses in “elementary mathematics content.”13 These courses should cover four subject areas: numbers and 
operations, algebra, geometry and measurement and—to a lesser degree—data analysis and probability.

Despite this emerging consensus on how to prepare elementary teachers to be truly competent mathematics instructors, there 
is enormous variability in the nature of coursework requirements among education schools in the U.S. Our national 
study of teacher preparation in mathematics in a representative sample of 77 institutions found that only 13 percent 
were doing an adequate job. 

NCTQ’s rating of Colorado’s teacher preparation programs on mathematics preparation is based on examination of 
syllabi and required primary textbooks in coursework designed for teacher audiences. These materials were used to as-
sess whether the coursework covers essential topics in mathematics and devotes sufficient time to those topics. It should 
be noted that there are far fewer mathematics textbooks than reading textbooks: About a dozen mathematics textbooks 
are chosen for use repeatedly, whereas the number of reading textbooks we have reviewed for our studies now totals ap-
proximately 600, with no end to new ones in sight. 

As in the case of reading preparation, we believe that the syllabi and textbooks capture the scope of knowledge that 
the professor thinks is important, but we would have supplemented our review with any additional materials had 
programs provided them to us in response to our solicitation. Only four did so. Again, as in the case of our reading 
analysis, our evaluations in mathematics preparation were generous, always giving a program the benefit of the 
doubt if we encountered any ambiguity. 

Reviews of both elementary content mathematics textbooks used in Colorado and a recommended textbook not used in the 
state can be found in Appendix B. Our national study contains more information on the elementary content coursework 

11 http://www.nctq.org/p/publications/docs/nctq_reading_study_app_20071202065019.pdf

12 These numbers are slightly higher than the national averages. See http://www.nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/states/profile.asp

13 We also recommend that aspiring elementary teachers take a semester course dealing with methods of teaching  
mathematics at the elementary level (not a methods course that addresses multiple subjects and/or multiple grade spans). Our rating 
process does not, however, include consideration of methods coursework. 
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that is recommended for elementary teacher preparation and the methodology used to evaluate that preparation.14

methodology: exit standards

If elementary teachers are to teach well, they must acquire many essential teaching skills as well as a solid understand-
ing of content. Licensing examinations are required by states to ensure that teachers meet a minimum standard for 
subject-matter knowledge. Unfortunately, for a number of reasons that we will enumerate, most current elementary 
teacher licensing examinations now used in the U.S. are not up to the task. In lieu of sufficient exit standards required 
by the state, elementary teacher preparation programs that have a serious commitment to ensuring the quality of their 
graduates should have their own exit examinations.

Colorado requires that all aspiring elementary teachers pass either the Praxis II Elementary Education: Content 
Knowledge or Colorado’s PLACE Elementary Education test to receive a license. It is one of 26 states using the Praxis 
II for licensing purposes, and among the states that administer this test, its minimum passing score, or “cut” score, 
is ninth highest. Colorado’s use of a state licensing test and more rigorous passing score for the Praxis II than most 
other states might seem to be sufficient to ensure that elementary teachers know what they will teach. However, both 
the Praxis II and the PLACE are wholly inadequate to the task of determining whether an elementary teacher knows 
sufficient content.

The structure and scoring of both the Praxis II and PLACE are fundamentally flawed. On the Praxis II, a candidate’s 
score represents a composite of his or her performance in four different areas (reading/language arts,15 mathematics, 
science and social studies). While area subscores are computed and reported to teacher preparation programs, passing 
scores are not established for each specific subject area. To achieve an overall passing score, it is not necessary to do well 
on all areas of the test, as if a newly hired teacher can be excused from having to teach each subject with at least a mini-
mum level of competence. For example, it may be possible to answer almost every mathematics problem incorrectly and 
still pass the test. Similarly, the total score of the PLACE is the composite of the candidate’s performance in six subject 
areas (language arts and literacy, science, mathematics, social studies, humanities and wellness and physical educa-
tion). Though subarea scores are provided, passing scores are not required in each specific subject area. As is the case 
with the Praxis II, it is possible to achieve a passing cumulative score while performing poorly on specific subject areas.

The Praxis II is also inadequate because it tests content understanding at only the elementary and middle school level. 
To teach mathematics well to an elementary student requires more than a superficial understanding that barely exceeds 
what is taught. Further, independent studies of Praxis reading tests have deemed most tests in this series—including 
the test that is an option in Colorado—inadequate for assessing knowledge of scientifically based reading instruction.16 
Practice test questions from the PLACE give every indication that it suffers from these same flaws.

Because neither the Praxis II nor the PLACE are adequate to the task of ensuring that elemen-
tary teachers have acquired the necessary knowledge, Colorado should reconsider its testing require-
ments, looking to a few other states for guidance. While no state has yet developed rigorous licens-
ing tests with separate passing scores for every subject taught in elementary school, a few states have made 

14 http://www.nctq.org/p/publications/docs/nctq_ttmath_fullreport_20090603062928.pdf

15 The Praxis II Content Knowledge test includes knowledge of reading instruction, which would more accurately fall under the heading of 
pedagogy than content knowledge. While some states require a separate test of reading pedagogy, many states, like Colorado, rely solely on 
the content test to measure candidates’ knowledge of reading instruction. 
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progress on the important subjects of reading and mathematics. Massachusetts,Virginia and Connecticut use rigorous,  
stand-alone tests of reading pedagogy. Massachusetts has also developed a rigorous, stand-alone mathematics test.17

In the absence of an adequate state licensing test, it is incumbent upon Colorado’s teacher preparation programs to use 
their own series of exit tests to verify that graduates meet acceptable levels of performance. Because no program in the state 
currently reports having its own exit test, every program received a failing rating on this standard.

other data reported 

Although the state does not require any Colorado preparation program to obtain accreditation, most have done so, 
and we note on each rating sheet whether programs have been accredited by NCATE or TEAC. Our indication of the 
type of accreditation does not represent a rating of any kind, as there is no evidence that links accreditation to higher-
quality preparation or that shows it has the effect of improving preparation.

Each rating sheet also identifies the opportunities we afforded the preparation programs to provide us with course 
materials or comments relevant to our evaluation. Colorado College was inadvertently not afforded any opportuni-
ties to repond to our evaluation.18

In addition to soliciting syllabi necessary for our evaluation from most programs early on, we sent the preliminary 
results of our analyses in reading and mathematics preparation to each program at the conclusion of our work. Each 
was asked to provide any additional materials that might lead us to alter our ratings, as well as general comments 
of any kind. Only four elected to submit additional materials. Four programs offered a comment, which can be found 
in Appendix C. 

Findings

ColorAdo’s Colleges ANd uNIversITIes Are more seleCTIve ThAN Colleges ANd uNIversITIes ACross 
The CouNTry, AllowINg some of ITs TeACher prepArATIoN progrAms To beNefIT from A more seleCTIve 
pool of ApplICANTs. 

Five of Colorado’s 15 undergraduate teacher preparation programs are housed in colleges or universities with “more” or 
“most selective” admission standards. However, these programs account for only about 20 percent of the elementary teachers 
produced by Colorado’s undergraduate education schools. Because of the levels of selectivity of their colleges, the remaining 
ten education programs face a higher hurdle in screening for highly proficient teacher candidates, and none meets the chal-
lenge. 

whIle mosT prepArATIoN progrAms IN ColorAdo provIde some exposure To effeCTIve reAdINg  
INsTruCTIoN, They do NoT fully prepAre CANdIdATes To TeACh The sCIeNCe of reAdINg.

16 S. Stotsky, “Why American Students Do Not Learn to Read Very Well: The Unintended Consequences of Title II  
and Teacher Testing,” Third Education Group Review, Vol. 2 No. 2 (2006); and D. W. Rigden, “Report on Licensure Alignment with the 
Essential Components of Effective Reading Instruction” (Washington, D.C.: Reading First Teacher Education Network, 2006).

17 http://www.doe.mass.edu/news/news.asp?id=3801 

18 Colorado College was inadvertently not afforded any opportunities to respond to our evaluation.
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Reading preparation in Colorado tends to be either very weak or very strong. Six of Colorado’s 15 preparation programs 
(40 percent) provide training to teacher candidates in all five components of effective reading instruction, but these 
programs account for less than 20 percent of the elementary teachers produced by Colorado’s undergraduate education 
schools.19 Another program comes close, covering four of the five components, but the absence of one component does not 
inspire confidence in this program. This is not a situation in which “coming close” is good enough. 

On the other hand, seven programs addressed three or fewer components, with two programs addressing only one component 
and another two covering no aspect of the science of reading. It is notable that one of the components most often overlooked 
by these seven programs as well as the program that covers four components is phonemic awareness, the fundamental 
building block of emergent literacy. The other component most commonly not taught is vocabulary.

Though these results are discouraging, they did represent a higher percentage of programs attempting to teach the science 
of reading than we found in either our national study20 or in studies of other states. Nationally, 15 percent of programs 
taught all components of the science of reading. Programs in Indiana,21 New Mexico and Utah22 taught all components in 
15 percent, 13 percent and 22 percent respectively. 

progrAms use A wIde vArIeTy of reAdINg TexTbooks, mANy of whICh do NoT Address The sCIeNCe of 
reAdINg.

We found more than 40 different reading textbooks in use in Colorado’s 15 preparation programs. Although more pro-
grams used core and supplemental texts that appropriately addressed the science of reading than we have found in most 
other states, many programs that used these strong texts also used unacceptable texts. As a result, teacher candidates 
are exposed to inaccurate, incomplete and often misleading accounts of reading instruction. When a strong text is in 
use in a particular course, we found that there was a high likelihood that students would also be exposed to an extremely 
poor one in that course or in their next course. 

oNly Two ColorAdo prepArATIoN progrAms sATIsfACTorIly Cover The mAThemATICs CoNTeNT ThAT 
elemeNTAry TeAChers Need, ANd eIghT Are serIously defICIeNT. AlgebrA INsTruCTIoN, whIle sTroNger 
ThAN The NATIoNAl AverAge, Is sTIll INAdeQuATe.

There is extreme variation in Colorado on the number and nature of elementary mathematics courses required of aspir-
ing elementary teachers.23 The two strongest programs are very strong, offering sufficient breadth and depth of coursework, 
while poor programs are very weak, lacking in all areas.24 Four of the programs need to add more elementary content 
coursework and eight others need to both add elementary content coursework and improve that coursework’s focus and 
textbook support.25

Attention to algebra is not quite as paltry in Colorado as we found nationally: On average, the state’s prospective 
elementary teachers receive six hours of algebra instruction, greater than the four-hour national average. However, 
this is still far below the 24 hours of algebra needed by teachers to adequately prepare their elementary students for middle 
school mathematics. 

19 Preparation at one program could not be evaluated because syllabi were not provided despite repeated requests.

18 http://www.nctq.org/p/publications/docs/nctq_reading_study_app_20071202065019.pdf

21 http://www.nctq.org/p/publications/docs/nctq_full_study_indiana_reading_20090729023658.pdf

22 The fact that there are only eight teacher preparation programs in New Mexico and only nine in Utah means that a change in the 
score of one program can have considerable impact on these percentages, a fact that should be taken into account when considering 
them. Reports for New Mexico and Utah can be found at http://www.nctq.org/p/publications/reports.jsp. Our report on Wyoming, 
also available at that address, indicates that its one teacher preparation program did not teach all five components of the science of 
reading.
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ColorAdo’s prepArATIoN progrAms vAry wIdely IN seleCTed TexTbooks for mAThemATICs CoNTeNT 
Coursework.

As with coursework, Colorado’s programs are at either extreme in terms of the quality of textbooks used in mathematics 
content courses. Exactly 50 percent of courses utilize a strong textbook, more than the 34 percent found in the national 
study. But another 25 percent use no text at all, greater than the six percent found nationally. Of the rest of the Colo-
rado mathematics content courses supported by a textbook, five percent utilize a text that is completely inadequate in 
all areas (numbers and operations, algebra, geometry and data analysis and probability), 10 percent use a textbook 
that is inadequate in two of the four math subject areas and the remaining 10 percent use a text that is inadequate in 
one of the four areas. 

mosT of ColorAdo’s prepArATIoN progrAms hAve A dedICATed elemeNTAry mAThemATICs meThods 
Course.

Nine preparation programs (about 60 percent) require a three-credit course in elementary mathematics methods. This 
is a greater proportion than we found in our national study, in which only about half of the programs did so. 

Of the six remaining programs, four programs had mixed courses, unwisely covering both mathematics and science in 
one methods course. The final two programs covered no mathematics methods at all. 

No prepArATIoN progrAm IN The sTATe eNsures ThAT AspIrINg elemeNTAry TeAChers kNow The sCIeNCe of 
reAdINg INsTruCTIoN ANd uNdersTANd elemeNTAry mAThemATICs CoNTeNT AT A depTh ThAT Is suffICIeNT 
for INsTruCTIoN. 

The unequivocal weaknesses of the Praxis II and PLACE content tests as assessments of the capacity  
to teach elementary school necessitates that Colorado’s preparation programs develop and use exit assessments that 
do so. No program has recognized this need and responded to it.

 recommendations

states

It falls to states to spearhead improvement of education schools by better exercising the oversight authority that they already 
hold. Most education schools or departments will only be able to overcome possible internal resistance or resistance from 
other departments in their institutions if reform is statewide.

The ColorAdo depArTmeNT of eduCATIoN ANd/or ColorAdo depArTmeNT of hIgher eduCATIoN should 

23 In terms of the amount of mathematics coursework designed either for the general or teacher audience that is required of elementary 
teacher candidates, Colorado may be slightly below the national average: Colorado programs require an average of 2.1 mathematics 
content courses, whereas the average in our national sample was 2.5 courses.

24 These two strong programs account for half of the elementary teachers produced by Colorado’s undergraduate  
education schools.

25 Preparation at one program could not be evaluated because syllabi were not provided despite repeated requests.
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esTAblIsh eNTrANCe sTANdArds for The sTATe’s TeACher prepArATIoN progrAms To eNsure ThAT every 
AspIrINg TeACher eNTers College AlreAdy possessINg hIgh sChool level reAdINg ANd wrITINg skIlls 
ANd hAvINg A CompeTeNT grAsp of hIgh sChool geomeTry ANd seCoNd-yeAr hIgh sChool AlgebrA. 
These eNTrANCe sTANdArds should INClude ACCepTAble sCores oN sTANdArdIzed AssessmeNTs suCh 
As The CollegIATe AssessmeNT of ACAdemIC profICIeNCy.26

The argument that this will lead to shortages of teacher candidates is a red herring commonly offered to resist change. A 
significant problem in the profession is that more talented students eschew teacher preparation because the programs are 
perceived as unchallenging and dull, and they are increasingly entering teaching through alternate routes. Programs can 
teach to a higher standard and still produce the number of teachers needed by elementary schools, as Massachusetts has 
found since 2001-2002, when new and more rigorous requirements and assessments began to be phased in. 

The ColorAdo depArTmeNT of eduCATIoN ANd/or ColorAdo depArTmeNT of hIgher eduCATIoN should 
sTreNgTheN TheIr mAThemATICs sTANdArds ANd AdopT wholly New AssessmeNTs To TesT for TheIr 
sTANdArds IN reAdINg ANd mAThemATICs. 

Colorado currently requires elementary teacher preparation programs to address “phonological and linguistics skills 
related to reading,” including phonemic awareness, concepts about print and systematic, explicit phonics, reading comprehen-
sion and vocabulary development. While these are strong standards, Colorado does not provide similar specifics in math-
ematics, nor does the state provide adequate coursework or assessment requirements in either subject. However, even a 
combination of standards and coursework requirements does not prevent education schools from deciding independently, 
and all too often inappropriately, what should be taught. Absent a test, there is no assurance that education schools are 
teaching to the necessary standards.

For an example of a regulatory framework that ensures that elementary teachers are prepared to teach the science of 
reading, Colorado should look to Virginia or Massachusetts. 

Virginia requires all teacher candidates to complete coursework that focuses on the science of reading and to pass a 
reading exam. Massachusetts has standards that clearly address the science of reading and also requires all elementary 
candidates to pass a reading exam. The tests offered by both Virginia and Massachusetts have been rated as among a 
very small number that actually verify teacher candidates’ knowledge of the science of reading.27

Massachusetts is also a model for developing a regulatory framework that accomplishes these goals in the area of 
mathematics preparation. Our national study of the preparation of elementary teachers in mathematics discusses Mas-
sachusetts’ regulations and assessment in some detail.28

education schools

To Improve reAdINg prepArATIoN To Improve mAThemATICs prepArATIoN

26 The Collegiate Assessment of Academic Proficiency (CAAP) is the standardized, nationally normed assessment program from 
ACT designed to be administered after a student’s sophomore year. It enables postsecondary  
institutions to assess and evaluate the outcomes of their general education programs.
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1. Build faculty expertise in the science of reading. 
Whether the lack of teacher preparation in  
the science of reading is due to philosophical opposition 
or to unawareness of the research  
science, education schools must have the  
expertise to deliver scientifically based  
reading coursework.

1. Education schools should require three mathemat-
ics courses addressing elementary and middle school 
topics and one mathematics methods course focused 
on elementary topics and numbers and operations in 
particular. 

2. Ensure that the overall program design allows for 
sufficient and proper coverage of reading instruction, 
with a coordinated sequence of teacher training in 
reading. 

2. Teacher preparation programs should make it possi-
ble for an aspiring teacher to test out of mathematics 
content course requirements. Current licensing tests 
are inadequate, but a new generation of standardized 
tests that can evaluate mathematical understanding 
at the requisite depth may soon be available.

3. Provide guidance to help instructors select strong 
textbooks from the vast number of available options. 
The wide range of textbooks in use means that 
teacher candidates are  
exposed to different but inaccurate, incomplete, and 
often misleading accounts of reading instruction.

3. While the algebra preparation provided to prospective 
elementary teachers may be stronger than in most 
programs nationwide,  
it could be given even high priority in  
elementary content instruction.29

institutional administrators and teacher education programs

Unlike teacher preparation in reading, which is typically contained in the education school, preparation in  
mathematics usually involves both the education school and the mathematics department. For that rea-
son, university administrators must take the lead in orchestrating the interdepartmental communication,  
coordination and innovation necessary for coherent preparation of elementary teachers for mathematics instruction. 

By itself, leadership from the education department is not sufficient for improving instruction in the content courses 
elementary teachers need in mathematics. Mathematics departments must find the means to staff elementary content 
courses with instructors who have adequate professional preparation in mathematics and ensure that instruction is 
rigorous and relevant. These instructors might find helpful the syllabi, lecture notes and other resources we have posted at 
www.nctq.org/resources/math. 

27 Stotsky (2006) and Rigden (2006) 

28 See p. 54 of the report at http://www.nctq.org/p/publications/docs/nctq_ttmath_fullreport_20090603062928.pdf
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28 While elementary teachers do not deal explicitly with algebra in their instruction, they need to understand it as the generalization 
of the arithmetic they address while studying numbers and operations. They also need to be aware of algebra’s connection to many 
of the patterns, properties, relationships, rules and models that will occupy their elementary students.
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program ratings

1. Adams state College, Alamosa

2. Colorado Christian university, lakewood

3. Colorado College, Colorado springs

4. Colorado state university – pueblo

5. fort lewis College, durango

6. mesa state College, grand Junction

7. metropolitan state College of denver

8. regis College of professional studies, regis university, denver

9. regis College, regis university, denver

10. university of Colorado at boulder

11. university of Colorado at Colorado springs

12. university of Colorado denver

13. university of denver

14. university of Northern Colorado, greeley

15. western state College of Colorado, gunnison

1

1

2

4

6

7,8,9,12,13

10

3,11

14

5

15
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   na Not applicable

adams state college
Alamosa, Colorado
department of teacher education

i. admission standards       

Comments: The college is not selective in its undergraduate admissions, nor are education 
school applicants screened using any standardized assessment of academic proficiency.

ii. teacher preparation in reading   

areas of strength: Coursework includes preparation to teach comprehension strategies.
areas of weakness: No evidence that coursework includes preparation to teach phonemic 

awareness, phonics, fluency and/or vocabulary strategies.
remedy: provide training in phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency and vocabulary strategies
textbooks: Assessing readers: Qualitative diagnosis and Instruction (2nd ed) by rona f. flippo, 

strategies for reading Assessment and Instruction: helping every Child succeed  
(3rd ed) by d. ray reutzel and robert b. Cooter, literacy for the 21st Century: A balanced 
Approach (4th ed) by gail e. Tompkins.

Comments: This teacher preparation program was previously reviewed in what education 
schools Aren’t Teaching About reading and what elementary Teachers Aren’t learning, 
NCTQ’s 2006 national reading study. while the program now covers one component of  
the science of reading after previously addressing none, its overall score remains the same.

iii. teacher preparation in mathematics  

areas of weakness: No elementary content mathematics coursework is required.
remedy: Adequate coursework with appropriate focus and strong textbook support.

iv. exit standards        

Comments: The inadequacy of the praxis II and plACe exams (which serve as Colorado’s 
licensing tests) means that the teacher preparation program does not verify that teacher 
candidates know content at a depth adequate for instruction

accreditation: ncate teac 3 none 

number of elementary teachers produced: 100 (7th highest in state)
data are from 2008-2009, the most recent available from the Colorado department of higher education.

opportunities for institution to respond: Correspondence: April 22, 2009; october 28, 2009
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   na Not applicable

colorado christian university
lakewood, Colorado
school of education

i. admission standards       

Comments: rating is based on “more selective” university admissions. The education school 
also screens applicants for academic proficiency using the ACT, CompAss or sAT test with  
a minimum level set around the 50th percentile of the nation’s college applicants.

ii. teacher preparation in reading   

areas of strength: Coverage of all components of the science of reading.
textbooks: when kids Can’t read: what Teachers Can do: A guide for Teachers 6-12 by kylene 

beers, literacy Assessment: helping Teachers plan Instruction (2nd ed) by J. david Cooper and 
Nancy d. kiger, strategies That work: Teaching Comprehension to enhance understanding (1st 
ed) by stephanie harvey and Anne goudvis, spotlight on Comprehension: building a literacy of 
Thoughtfulness by linda hoyt, Choice words: how our language Affects Children’s learning by 
peter h. Johnston, locating and Correcting reading difficulties (9th ed) by James l. shanker 
and ward A. Cockrum, Content Area reading: literacy and learning Across the Curriculum 
(9th ed) by richard T. vacca and Jo Anne l. vacca, what’s a schwa sound Anyway?: A holistic 
guide to phonetics, phonics, and spelling by sandra wilde. 

Comments: most of these texts do not support the science of reading. (see Appendix A.)
 

iii. teacher preparation in mathematics  

areas of weakness: Coursework lacks depth and textbook support is inadequate.
remedy: Additional coursework supported by a strong elementary content textbook.
textbooks: math on Call: A mathematics handbook by Andrew kaplan, et al.
Comments: elementary mathematics methods receive inadequate attention in the one 

methods course that covers both mathematics and science methods.

iv. exit standards        

Comments: The inadequacy of the praxis II and plACe exams (which serve as Colorado’s 
licensing tests) means that the teacher preparation program does not verify that teacher 
candidates know content at a depth adequate for instruction.
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   na Not applicable

Colorado Christian university

accreditation: ncate teac  none 3

number of elementary teachers produced: 168 (4th highest in state)
data are from 2008-2009, the most recent available from the Colorado department of higher education.

opportunities for institution to respond: Correspondence: April 22, 2009; June 1, 2009; october 28, 2009
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   na Not applicable

colorado college
Colorado springs, Colorado
department of education

i. admission standards       

Comments: rating is based on “most selective” university admissions. education school 
applicants are not screened using any standardized assessment of academic proficiency.

ii. teacher preparation in reading    

areas of strength: Coursework includes preparation to teach phonics strategies.
areas of weakness: No evidence that coursework includes preparation to teach phonemic 

awareness, fluency, vocabulary and/or comprehension strategies.
remedy: provide training in teaching phonemic awareness, fluency, vocabulary and 

comprehension strategies.
textbooks: self-paced phonics: A Text for educators (3rd ed) by g. Thomas baer, literacy for 

the 21st Century: A balanced Approach (4th ed) by gail e. Tompkins. 
 

iii. teacher preparation in mathematics  

areas of weakness: No elementary content mathematics coursework is required.
remedy: Adequate coursework with appropriate focus and strong textbook support.
Comments: This program received the same rating in No Common denominator, our national 

report on the preparation of elementary teachers in mathematics, issued in June 2008.

iv. exit standards        

Comments: The inadequacy of the praxis II and plACe exams (which serve as Colorado’s 
licensing tests) means that the teacher preparation program does not verify that teacher 
candidates know content at a depth adequate for instruction.

accreditation: ncate teac  none 3

number of elementary teachers produced: 5 (13th highest in state)
data are from 2008-2009, the most recent available from the Colorado department of higher education.

opportunities for institution to respond: Inadvertently not provided any opportunities to repond to our 
evaluation.
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   na Not applicable

colorado state university – pueblo
pueblo, Colorado
college of education, engineering,  
and professional studies

i. admission standards       

Comments: The university is not selective in its undergraduate admissions. The College of 
education requires “completion of a formal standardized test” to screen its applicants for 
academic proficiency, but does not specify a minimum score.

ii. teacher preparation in reading   

areas of strength: Coursework includes preparation to teach phonics, fluency and comprehension 
strategies.

areas of weakness: No evidence that coursework includes preparation to teach phonemic 
awareness and vocabulary strategies.

remedy: provide training in teaching phonemic awareness and fluency strategies.
textbooks: Toolkit for Teachers of literacy by diane h. Nettles, literacy for the 21st Century: 

A balanced Approach (4th ed) by gail e. Tompkins.

iii. teacher preparation in mathematics  

areas of strength: Textbook
textbooks: A problem solving Approach to mathematics for elementary school Teachers 

(9th ed) by rick billstein, et al.
Comments: This program lacks adequate coursework on mathematics methods.

iv. exit standards        

Comments: The inadequacy of the praxis II and plACe exams (which serve as Colorado’s 
licensing tests) means that the teacher preparation program does not verify that teacher 
candidates know content at a depth adequate for instruction.

accreditation: ncate teac 3 none 

number of elementary teachers produced: 148 (5th highest in state)
data are from 2008-2009, the most recent available from the Colorado department of higher education.

opportunities for institution to respond: Correspondence: April 22, 2009; october 28, 2009
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   na Not applicable

Fort lewis college
durango, Colorado
teacher education department

i. admission standards       

Comments: The college is not “more” or “most selective” in its admissions. education school 
applicants are not screened using any standardized assessment of academic proficiency.

ii. teacher preparation in reading   

areas of strength: Coverage of all components of the science of reading.
textbooks: put reading first: The research building blocks for Teaching Children to read by 

bonnie Armbruster, et al.

iii. teacher preparation in mathematics  

areas of weakness: Coursework lacks depth and is not supported by a textbook. 
remedy: Adequate coursework with strong textbook support.

iv. exit standards        

Comments: The inadequacy of the praxis II and plACe exams (which serve as Colorado’s 
licensing tests) means that the teacher preparation program does not verify that teacher 
candidates know content at a depth adequate for instruction.

accreditation: ncate teac 3 none 

number of elementary teachers produced: 85 (9th highest in state)
data are from 2008-2009, the most recent available from the Colorado department of higher education.

opportunities for institution to respond: Correspondence: April 22, 2009; september 14, 2009; 
November 17, 2009
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   na Not applicable

mesa state college
grand Junction, Colorado
center for teacher education 

i. admission standards       

Comments: The college is not selective in its undergraduate admissions. while the education 
school uses the praxis I to screen applicants for academic proficiency, the minimum  
level for proficiency is set below the 50th percentile of the nation’s applicants to teacher 
preparation programs.

ii. teacher preparation in reading   

areas of weakness: No preparation is provided in the science of reading.
remedy: Coursework should address instruction in phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, 

vocabulary and comprehension strategies.
textbooks: literacy for the 21st Century: A balanced Approach (4th ed) by gail e. Tompkins.

iii. teacher preparation in mathematics  

areas of strength: Coverage of most essential topics with adequate depth and the support 
of a strong textbook.

areas of weakness: Algebra instruction.
remedy: Increased focus on algebra.
textbooks: mathematics for elementary Teachers (2nd ed) by sybilla beckmann.

iv. exit standards        

Comments: The inadequacy of the praxis II and plACe exams (which serve as Colorado’s 
licensing tests) means that the teacher preparation program does not verify that teacher 
candidates know content at a depth adequate for instruction.

accreditation: ncate 3 teac  none 

number of elementary teachers produced: 91 (8th highest in state)
data are from 2008-2009, the most recent available from the Colorado department of higher education.

opportunities for institution to respond: Correspondence: April 22, 2009; october 28, 2009
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   na Not applicable

metropolitan state college of denver
denver, Colorado
school of professional studies

i. admission standards       

Comments: The college is not selective in its undergraduate admissions, nor are education 
school applicants screened using any standardized assessment of academic proficiency.

ii. teacher preparation in reading   

areas of strength: Coursework includes preparation to teach phonemic awareness and 
phonics strategies.

areas of weakness: No evidence that coursework includes preparation to teach fluency, 
vocabulary or comprehension strategies.

remedy: provide training in teaching fluency, vocabulary and comprehension strategies.
textbooks: phonics for the Teacher of reading (7th ed) by marion A. hull and barbara J. fox, 

dancing with the pen: The learner As a writer by the New zealand ministry of education, 
literacy for the 21st Century: A balanced Approach (2nd ed) by gail e. Tompkins, reading 
and learning to read (4th ed) by Jo Anne l. vacca, et al.

iii. teacher preparation in mathematics  

areas of weakness: Inadequate coverage of essential topics in coursework that lacks depth 
and the support of a textbook. 

remedy: Adequate coursework with better focus supported by a strong elementary content textbook.
textbooks: No required content textbook.
Comments: This program received the same rating in No Common denominator, our national 

report on the preparation of elementary teachers in mathematics, issued in June 2008. 

iv. exit standards        

Comments: The inadequacy of the praxis II and plACe exams (which serve as Colorado’s licensing 
tests) means that the teacher preparation program does not verify that teacher candidates know 
content at a depth adequate for instruction.

accreditation: ncate 3 teac  none 

number of elementary teachers produced: 322 (2nd highest in state)
data are from 2008-2009, the most recent available from the Colorado department of higher education.

opportunities for institution to respond: Correspondence: April 22, 2009; october 28, 2009
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   na Not applicable

regis college of professional studies
regis university
denver, Colorado
school of education and counseling

i. admission standards       

Comments: rating is based on “more selective” university admissions. education school 
applicants are not screened using any standardized assessment of academic proficiency.

ii. teacher preparation in reading   

areas of strength: Coverage of all components of the science of reading.
textbooks: put reading first: The research building blocks for Teaching Children to read by 

bonnie Armbruster, et al.; literacy: helping Children Construct meaning (6th ed) by J. david 
Cooper and Nancy d. kiger; The voice of evidence in reading research by peggy mcCardle 
and vinita Chhabra.

 

iii. teacher preparation in mathematics  

areas of weakness: No elementary content mathematics coursework is required.
remedy: Adequate coursework with appropriate focus and strong textbook support.

iv. exit standards        

Comments: The inadequacy of the praxis II and plACe exams (which serve as Colorado’s 
licensing tests) means that the teacher preparation program does not verify that teacher 
candidates know content at a depth adequate for instruction.

accreditation: ncate teac 3 none 

number of elementary teachers produced: 173 (3rd highest in state)
data are from 2008-2009, the most recent available from the Colorado department of higher education.

opportunities for institution to respond: Correspondence: April 22, 2009; June 4, 2009; october 28, 2009
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   na Not applicable

regis college
regis university
denver, Colorado
education department

i. admission standards       

Comments: rating is based on “more selective” university admissions. education school 
applicants are not screened using any standardized assessment of academic proficiency.

ii. teacher preparation in reading   ?

Comments: data on reading coursework from this school were withheld despite repeated 
requests. 

iii. teacher preparation in mathematics  ?

Comments: data on mathematics coursework from this school were withheld despite repeated 
requests. 

iv. exit standards        

Comments: The inadequacy of the praxis II and plACe exams (which serve as Colorado’s licensing 
tests) means that the teacher preparation program does not verify that teacher candidates know 
content at a depth adequate for instruction. 

accreditation: ncate teac  none 3

number of elementary teachers produced: 0
data are from 2008-2009, the most recent available from the Colorado department of higher education.

opportunities for institution to respond: Correspondence: April 22, 2009; June 1, 2009; 
september 17, 2009; November 17, 2009
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   na Not applicable

university of colorado at boulder
boulder, Colorado
school of education

i. admission standards       

Comments: rating is based on “more selective” university admissions. education school 
applicants are not screened using any standardized assessment of academic proficiency.

ii. teacher preparation in reading   

areas of strength: Coverage of all components of the science of reading.
textbooks: reading Instruction for students who Are at risk or have disabilities by william 

d. bursuck and mary damer, Assessing reading: multiple measures (2nd ed) by linda diamond 
and b.J. Thorsnes, writing workshop: The essential guide by ralph fletcher and Joann portalupi, 
writing essentials: raising expectations and results while simplifying Teaching by regie routman.

Comments: only one course, elementary reading Assessment and Intervention, covers any 
components of the science of reading.

 

iii. teacher preparation in mathematics  

areas of strength: Textbook
areas of weakness: Coursework lacks depth.
remedy: Additional coursework.
textbooks: A problem solving Approach to mathematics for elementary school Teachers (9th 

ed) by rick billstein, et al.

iv. exit standards        

Comments: The inadequacy of the praxis II and plACe exams (which serve as Colorado’s licens-
ing tests) means that the teacher preparation program does not verify that teacher candidates 
know content at a depth adequate for instruction.

accreditation: ncate 3 teac  none 

number of elementary teachers produced: 102 (6th highest in state)
data are from 2007-08, the most recent available from the National Center for education statistics.

opportunities for institution to respond: Correspondence: April 22, 2009; october 28, 2009
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   na Not applicable

university of colorado at colorado springs
Colorado springs, Colorado
college of education

i. admission standards      

Comments: The university is not “more” or “most selective” in its admissions. The College of 
education uses the plACe and praxis II to screen applicants for academic proficiency, but 
the minimum levels for proficiency are set below the 50th percentile of the nations’ teacher 
licensure applicants.

ii. teacher preparation in reading   

areas of strength: Coverage of all components of the science of reading.
textbooks: phonics for Teachers: self-Instruction, methods and Activities (2nd ed) by J. lloyd 

eldridge, Journey Into literacy: A workbook for parents and Teachers of young Children (2nd 
ed) by barbara e.r. swaby, literacy for the 21st Century: A balanced Approach (4th ed) by 
gail m. Tompkins, programmed word Attack for Teachers (6th ed) by robert m. wilson and 
maryAnne hall.

Comments: Not all textbooks support the science of reading. (see Appendix A.)

iii. teacher preparation in mathematics  

areas of weakness: Coursework lacks depth.
remedy: Additional coursework.
textbooks: mathematics for elementary Teachers: A Contemporary Approach (8th ed) by gary l. 

musser, et al.
Comments: A stronger textbook would enhance preparation. 

iv. exit standards        

Comments: The inadequacy of the praxis II and plACe exams (which serve as Colorado’s licensing 
tests) means that the teacher preparation program does not verify that teacher candidates know 
content at a depth adequate for instruction. 

accreditation: ncate 3 teac  none 

number of elementary teachers produced: 34 (10th highest in state)
data are from 2008-2009, the most recent available from the Colorado department of higher education.

opportunities for institution to respond: Correspondence: April 22, 2009; october 28, 2009
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   na Not applicable

university of colorado denver
denver, Colorado
school of education and human development

i. admission standards       

Comments: The university is not “more” or “most selective” in its admissions. education school 
applicants are not screened using any standardized assessment of academic proficiency.

ii. teacher preparation in reading   

areas of weakness: No preparation is provided in the science of reading.
remedy: Coursework should address instruction in phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, 

vocabulary and comprehension strategies.
textbooks: literacy: helping Children Construct meaning (6th ed) by J. david Cooper and Nancy 

d. kiger; guiding readers and writers, grades 3 - 6: Teaching Comprehension, genre, and 
Content literacy by Irene C. fountas and gay su pinnell; phonics, phonemic Awareness, and 
word Analysis for Teachers: An Interactive Tutorial (8th ed) by donald J. leu, et al.

 

iii. teacher preparation in mathematics  

areas of weakness: Inadequate coverage of essential topics in coursework that lacks depth 
and the support of an elementary content textbook. 

remedy: Adequate coursework with better focus supported by a strong elementary content 
textbook.

textbooks: elementary and middle school mathematics: Teaching developmentally (5th ed) 
by John A. van de walle.

iv. exit standards        

Comments: The inadequacy of the praxis II and plACe exams (which serve as Colorado’s licens-
ing tests) means that the teacher preparation program does not verify that teacher candidates 
know content at a depth adequate for instruction.

accreditation: ncate 3 teac none 

number of elementary teachers produced: 24 (11th highest in state)
data are from 2008-2009, the most recent available from the Colorado department of higher education.

opportunities for institution to respond: Correspondence: April 22, 2009; November 12, 2009
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   na Not applicable

university of denver
denver, Colorado
morgridge college of education

i. admission standards       

Comments: rating is based on “more selective” university admissions. The College of education 
also uses the miller Analogies Test (mAT), plACe and praxis II to screen applicants for  
academic proficiency, but the minimum levels for proficiency are set below the 50th percentile 
of the nation’s teacher licensure applicants.

ii. teacher preparation in reading   

areas of strength: Coursework includes preparation to teach vocabulary and comprehension 
strategies. 

areas of weakness: No evidence that coursework includes preparation to teach phonemic 
awareness, phonics and fluency strategies. 

remedy: Coursework should address instruction in phonemic awareness, phonics and fluency 
strategies.

textbooks: Content Area reading and literacy: succeeding in Today’s diverse Classrooms (6th 
ed) by donna e. Alvermann, et al.; 50 Content Area strategies for Adolescent literacy by 
douglas fisher, et al. 

iii. teacher preparation in mathematics  

areas of weakness: No elementary content mathematics coursework is required.
remedy: Adequate coursework with appropriate focus and strong textbook support.

iv. exit standards        

Comments: The inadequacy of the praxis II and plACe exams (which serve as Colorado’s licensing 
tests) means that the teacher preparation program does not verify that teacher candidates know 
content at a depth adequate for instruction. 

accreditation: ncate teac 3  none 

number of elementary teachers produced: 0
data are from 2008-2009, the most recent available from the Colorado department of higher education.

opportunities for institution to respond: Correspondence: April 22, 2009; october 28, 2009
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   na Not applicable

university of northern colorado
greeley, Colorado
college of education and behavioral sciences

i. admission standards       

Comments: The university is not selective in its undergraduate admissions nor are education 
school applicants screened using any standardized assessment of academic proficiency.

ii. teacher preparation in reading   

areas of strength: Coursework includes preparation to teach phonemic awareness, phonics, 
vocabulary and comprehension strategies.

areas of weakness: No evidence that coursework includes preparation to teach fluency strategies.
remedy: provide training in teaching fluency strategies.
textbooks: Creating literacy Instruction for All students (6th ed) by Thomas g. gunning; basic 

reading Inventory: pre-primer Through grade Twelve and early literacy Assessments (9th ed) 
by Jerry l. Johns; literacy development in the early years (5th ed) by lesley mandell morrow; 
learning To read and write: developmentally Appropriate practices for young Children by 
susan b. Neuman, et al.; 

Comments: Not all textbooks support the science of reading. (see Appendix A.) 

iii. teacher preparation in mathematics  

areas of strength: Coverage of most essential topics with adequate depth. support of a strong 
textbook in two courses.

areas of weakness: Algebra instruction and textbook support in geometry.
remedy: Increased focus on algebra and a textbook providing strong support in elementary 

geometry.
textbooks: mathematics for elementary Teachers (2nd ed) by sybilla beckmann; geometric 

structures: An Inquiry-based Textbook for prospective elementary Teachers by douglas b. 
Aichele, et al.

iv. exit standards        

Comments: The inadequacy of the praxis II and plACe exams (which serve as Colorado’s licens-
ing tests) means that the teacher preparation program does not verify that teacher candidates 
know content at a depth adequate for instruction.
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university of Northern Colorado

accreditation: ncate 3 teac  none 

number of elementary teachers produced: 1,102 (highest in state)
data are from 2008-2009, the most recent available from the Colorado department of higher education.

opportunities for institution to respond: Correspondence: April 22, 2009; october 28, 2009
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   na Not applicable

western state college of colorado
gunnison, Colorado
teacher education program

i. admission standards       

Comments: Information on this college’s selectivity is not available from us News and world 
report. while the education program uses praxis I to screen applicants for academic proficiency, a 
minimum passing score is not specified.

ii. teacher preparation in reading   

areas of strength: Coverage of all components of the science of reading.
textbooks: Assessing reading: multiple measures (2nd ed) by linda diamond and b.J. 

Thorsnes; Teaching reading sourcebook (2nd ed) by bill honig, et al; report of the National 
reading panel: Teaching Children to read by the National reading panel. 

iii. teacher preparation in mathematics  

areas of weakness: Coursework lacks depth and the support of a strong textbook. 
remedy: Additional coursework supported by a strong textbook.
textbooks: mathematics for elementary school Teachers (4th ed) by Tom bassarear.

iv. exit standards        

Comments: The inadequacy of the praxis II and plACe exams (which serve as Colorado’s licensing 
tests) means that the teacher preparation program does not verify that teacher candidates know 
content at a depth adequate for instruction.

accreditation: ncate teac 3  none 

number of elementary teachers produced: 17 (12th highest in state)
data are from 2008-2009, the most recent available from the Colorado department of higher education.

opportunities for institution to respond: Correspondence: April 22, 2009; october 28, 2009
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appendix a: ratings oF reading textbooks

textbook scores

   No. of  Courses IN
author title  whICh TexT Is reAd rating

Alvermann, Donna E.; Content Area Reading and Literacy:  1 Acceptable  
Phelps, Stephen E.;   Succeeding in Today’s Diverse Classrooms (6th ed)  supplemental 
Gillis, Victoria Ridgeway 

Armbuster, Bonnie B.; Put Reading First: The Research Building Blocks for 2 Acceptable 
Lehr, Fran; Osborn, Jean Teaching Children to Read  supplemental

Baer, G. Thomas Self-Paced Phonics: A Text for Educators (3rd ed) 1 Acceptable 
    supplemental

Barton, Linda Quick Flip Questions for Critical Thinking 1 Not relevant

Beers, Kylene When Kids Can’t Read: What Teachers Can Do: 1 Not acceptable 
  A Guide for Teachers 6-12  supplemental

Bursuck, William D.; Reading Instruction for Students Who Are at Risk 1 Acceptable core 
Damer, Mary or Have Disabilities 

Calkins, Lucy; Hartman, One to One: The Art of Conferring with Young Writers 1 Not relevant 
Amanda; White, Zoe

Cooper, J. David;   Literacy Assessment: Helping Teacher 1 Not acceptable 
Kiger, Nancy D. Plan Instruction (2nd ed)  supplemental

Cooper, J. David;  Literacy: Helping Children Construct Meaning (6th ed) 2 Not acceptable core 
Kiger, Nancy D.

Diamond, Linda;  Assessing Reading: Multiple Measures (2nd ed) 4 Acceptable  
Thorsnes, B.J. (Eds.)   supplemental

Eldridge, J. Lloyd Phonics for Teachers: Self-Instruction,  1 Acceptable  
  Methods and Activities (2nd ed)  supplemental

Fisher, Douglas; Brozo, 50 Content Area Strategies for Adolescent Literacy 1 Not relevant 
William G.; Frey, Nancy; 
Ivey, Gay

Fletcher, Ralph;  Writing Workshop: The Essential Guide 1 Not acceptable 
Portalupi, Joann   supplemental

Flippo, Rona F. Assessing Readers: Qualitative  1 Not acceptable 
  Diagnosis and Instruction (2nd ed)  supplemental

Fountas, Irene C.; Guiding Readers and Writers, Grades 3-6: Teaching 1 Not acceptable core 
Pinnell, Gay Su Comprehension, Genre, and Content Literacy

Gunning, Thomas G. Creating Literacy Instruction for All Students (6th ed) 1 Acceptable core

Harvey, Stephanie; Strategies That Work: Teaching  1 Acceptable  
Goudvis, Anne Comprehension to Enhance Understanding (1st ed)  supplemental

Honig, Bill; Diamond, Teaching Reading Sourcebook (2nd ed) 2 Acceptable core 
Linda; Gutlohn, Linda

Hoyt, Linda Spotlight on Comprehension:  1 Not acceptable 
  Building a Literacy of Thoughtfulness  supplemental
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Huck, Charlotte S.;  Children’s Literature in the Elementary School (7th ed) 1 Not relevant 
Hepler, Susan; Hickman,  
Janet; Kiefer, Barbara Z.

Hull, Marion A.;  Phonics for the Teacher of Reading (7th ed) 1 Acceptable 
Fox, Barbara J.   supplemental

Johns, Jerry L. Basic Reading Inventory: Pre-Primer Through  1 Not acceptable 
  Grade Twelve and Early Literacy Assessments (9th ed)  supplemental

Johnston, Peter H. Choice Words: How Our Language Affects  1 Not relevant 
  Children’s Learning

Leu, Donald J.; Kinzer,  Phonics, Phonemic Awareness, and Word 1 Not acceptable 
Charles K.; Wilson,  Analysis for Teachers: An Interactive Tutorial (8th ed)  supplemental 
Robert M.; Hall, Mary Anne

McCardle, Peggy;  The Voice of Evidence in Reading Research 1 Acceptable core 
Chhabra, Vinita

Morrow, Lesley Mandell Literacy Development in the Early Years (5th ed) 1 Not acceptable core

National Reading Panel Report of the National Reading Panel:  1 Acceptable core 
  Teaching Children to Read

Nettles, Diane H. Toolkit for Teachers of Literacy 1 Not acceptable 
    supplemental

Neuman, Susan B.;  Learning To Read And Write: Developmentally  1 Not acceptable 
Copple, Carol;  Appropriate Practices For Young Children  supplemental 
Bredecamp, Sue

New Zealand Ministry Dancing With the Pen: The Learner As a Writer 1 Not acceptable 
of Education   supplemental

Paley, Vivian Gussin Wally’s Stories: Conversations in the Kindergarten 1 Not relevant

Parker, Walter C. Social Studies in Elementary Education (12th ed) 1 Not relevant

Reiss, Jodi ESOL Strategies for Teaching Content: Facilitating 1 Not relevant 
  Instruction for English Language Learners 

Reutzel, D. Ray; Cooter,  Teaching Children to Read: The Teacher Makes the 1 Not acceptable 
Robert B. Difference (5th ed)  supplemental

Routman, Regie Writing Essentials: Raising Expectations and Results  1 Not acceptable core 
  While Simplifying Teaching

Shanker, James L.; Locating and Correcting Reading Difficulties (9th ed) 1 Acceptable core  
Cockrum, Ward A.

Swaby, Barbara E.R. Journey into Literacy: A Workbook for Parents and  1 Not relevant  
  Teachers of Young (2nd ed) 
Children

Temple, Charles A.; Children’s Books in Children’s Hands: An Introduction 1 Not relevant 
Martinez, Miriam A.; to Their Liturature (3rd ed) 
Yokaota, Junko

Thompson, Susan Conklin Children as Illustrators: Making Meaning Through  1 Not relevant 
  Art and Language

Tompkins, Gail E. Language Arts Essentials 1 Not relevant

Tompkins, Gail E. Literacy for the 21st Century: A Balanced Approach (2nd ed) 2 Not acceptable core

Tompkins, Gail E. Literacy for the 21st Century: A Balanced Approach (4th ed) 5 Not acceptable core

Tompkins, Gail E. Teaching Writing: Balancing Process and Product (5th ed) 1 Not relevant

Uribe, Maria;  Literacy Essentials for English Language Learners: 1 Not relevant 
Nathenson-Meija, Sally Successful Transitions 
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Vacca, Richard T.;  Content Area Reading: Literacy and 1 Not acceptable core 
Vacca, Jo Anne L. Learning Across the Curriculum (9th ed)

Vacca, Jo Anne L.; Vacca Reading and Learning to Read (4th ed) 1 Not acceptable core 
Richard T.; Gove, Mary K.

Wilde, Sandra What’s a Schwa Sound Anyway?: A Holistic Guide to 1 Not acceptable  
  Phonetics, Phonics and Spelling  supplemental

Wilson, Robert M.;  Programmed Word Attack for Teachers (6th ed) 1 Acceptable  
Hall, MaryAnne   supplemental

other acceptable core texts used in other states
author(s) title

Birsh, Judith R.  Multisensory Teaching of Basic Language Skills (2nd ed)1

Carnine, Douglas W.;  Teaching Struggling and At-Risk Readers: A Direct Instruction Approach1

Silbert, Jerry; Kame’enui, 
Edward J.; Tarver, Sara G.;  
Jungjohann, Kathleen

Cooper, J. David; Kiger,  Literacy Assessment: Helping Teachers Plan Instruction (3rd ed) 
Nancy D. 

Gillet, Jean Wallace; Understanding Reading Problems: Assessment and Instruction (7th ed) 
Temple, Charles;  
Crawford, Alan

Graves, Michael F.; Juel Teaching Reading in the 21st Century (4th ed) 
Connie; Graves, Bonnie B.

Gunning, Thomas G. Assessing and Correcting Reading and Writing Difficulties (3rd ed)

Gunning, Thomas G. Creating Literacy Instruction for All Students (7th ed)

1 This core textbook has been used in reviewed special education courses only.
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appendix b: ratings oF elementary  
content mathematics textbooks

textbook scores

The followINg TAble summArIzes The sCores of TexTbooks used IN ColorAdo’s uNdergrAduATe  
TeACher prepArATIoN progrAms. The lAsT lINe (hIghlIghTed) of The TAble shows The rATINgs of 
hIghly reCommeNded TexTbooks NoT used IN The sTATe.

 numbers &    data analysis total
 operations algebra geometry  & probability score
 (54 poINTs  (39 poINTs (54 poINTs (19 poINTs (166 poINTs
author and textbook possIble) possIble) possIble) possIble) possIble)

bassarear, Tom 211 31 33 19 76
mAThemATICs for elemeNTAry  
TeAChers (4Th ed)

beckmann, sybilla 541 29 48 19 150
mAThemATICs for elemeNTAry  
TeAChers (2Nd ed)

billstein, rick; libeskind, shlomo;  35 331,2 50 19 137
lott, Johnny 
A problem solvINg ApproACh  
To mAThemATICs for elemeNTAry  
sChool TeAChers (9Th ed)

muisser, gary; burger, william;  45 16 45 19 125
peterson, blake 
mAThemATICs for elemeNTAry 
TeAChers: A CoNTemporAry  
ApproACh (8Th ed)

van de walle3 16 2 5 11 34
elemeNTAry ANd mIddle  
sChool mAThemATICs: TeAChINg  
developmeNTAlly (5Th ed)

parker, Thomas; baldridge, scott 541 24 541 19 151
elemeNTAry mAThemATICs  
for TeAChers ANd elemeNTAry 
geomeTry for TeAChers

Aichele, Douglas; Wolfe, John Geometric Structures: An Inquiry-Based Textbook for Prospective Elementary Teachers, was used in one 
course. It could not be rated using the rubric normally used for elementary content textbooks because it is an activity book rather than a 
rigorous treatment of the subject that includes non-trivial problems, including “word problems” with applications.

Kaplan, Andrew; et al. Math on Call: A Mathematics Handbook was used in one course. It has been reviewed as inadequate in all content 
areas but not scored.

1 Appendix D of our national report on mathematics preparation comments extensively on the section of this textbook that is indicated. 

2 This score was reported earlier as “38,” but a score of 33 has been used for purposes of rating coursework.

3 This is a methods textbook evaluated for content.
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appendix c: comments From colorado  
teacher preparation programs

we solICITed CommeNTs from All buT oNe of The fIfTeeN prepArATIoN progrAms evAluATed IN 
ThIs sTudy.1 four progrAms respoNded ANd TheIr CommeNTs Are fouNd below:

Fort lewis college

Fort Lewis College did not submit materials to NCTQ because its narrow methodology leads to invalid conclusions. 
NCTQ primarily bases its conclusions on whether key terms and NCTQ approved textbooks appear on course syllabi. 
NCTQ acknowledges that today’s expert instructors use a variety of resources, not all listed on their syllabi, yet still 
continues to assess instruction by whether the title of one of its specifically ordained texts appears there. Thorough pro-
gram reviews are possible. State and national program reviewers read substantive college data based reports, followed by 
on-site visits where they speak with content and education faculty, administrators, students, alumni, and teachers and 
principals in area schools. They also question and probe, visit classes and observe students actually teaching. NCTQ 
fails in all these respects. NCTQ allows a 200 word rejoinder from the college to publish in its report, an overtly defensive 
restriction. That NCTQ rates our reading program a “pass” does not excuse it from accountability for its increasingly 
notorious weak methodology. Readers should view our web site http://extended-campus.fortlewis.edu/ to see that our 
math, literacy and other state and nationally accredited programs are among the best in the U.S. 

metropolitan state college oF denver

Every teacher education program in the state is jointly authorized by the Colorado Department of Education (CDE) 
and the Colorado Department of Higher Education (CDHE) and by CDE’s Colorado Literacy Council (http://high-
ered.colorado.gov/Academics/TeacherEd/). Evaluation by CDE and CDHE focuses on outcomes (student performance) 
rather than inputs (such as syllabi and textbooks). This process of outcomes assessment is state-of-the-art in educa-
tion. Metro State is authorized by both entities to offer teacher preparation programs as well as voluntarily participat-
ing in national review and accreditation by the NCATE and our own internal program review process. Students in the 
teacher preparation programs at Metro State complete a teacher work sample (outcome), and must also pass a content 
exam (the PLACE or PRAXIS) prior to student teaching. Thus, Metro State ensures that all of our graduates are well 
prepared for starting their career in education in alignment with state and national standards. 

university oF colorado denver

The UC Denver teacher education program is in the midst of a major redesign to ensure that all program graduates can 
serve as effective teachers in urban schools. The program has few undergraduates; it consists largely of people who hold 
BAs in liberal arts (with an average GPA of 3.3) who are preparing to become teachers in a master’s program. Because 
NCTQ did not appropriately engage our staff in its studies, its review is focused on a small number of students and on 
curriculum that will be changed by fall 2010. Elementary teacher candidates learn to teach math and reading in two 
integrated contexts—in university classrooms (the only learning opportunity examined by NCTQ) and during 100+ 
days teaching math and reading alongside experienced urban teachers. They demonstrate their competence in “teacher 
work samples” required for licensure—a robust assessment of their abilities to conduct a pre-assessment, design and 

1 Colorado College was inadvertently not afforded any opportunity to comment on our evaluation.
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teach a unit of study based on standards, and a post-assessment of student learning. What matters is that our students 
demonstrate that they know the content of reading and math and that their teaching results in student learning. What 
does not matter is how well our syllabi are written against NCTQ’s input criteria. 

university oF northern colorado

Thank you for the opportunity to examine the program review findings for UNC, to check for errors in your findings, 
and to provide a response. We agree with the “meets standards” rating for our elementary mathematics preparation. 
You made this determination by reviewing all five of the courses required of our candidates. In fact, initially you re-
quested only two of the math syllabi, and requested the other three when you realized your omission. We disagree with 
the rating of “nearly meets standard” for our elementary reading preparation. Although all five components are listed 
in the course outcomes and content of the three reading syllabi you reviewed, there are four additional literacy courses 
required of all our candidates that you did not request or review. Through all this coursework UNC provides comprehen-
sive instruction in all five basic components of reading. 
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